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anyway, as the title says, its about a
japanese high school student named

kenji (tomoya nakamura) who longs to
have someone to spend his life with.
unfortunately, he only has a crush on

someone who chose to remain a
mystery. with his best friend rei (takeru

satoh) and his beloved cousin kana
(yumi uchiyama) back home, kenji

manages to fall for a girl named hibari
(reina kondo) who is actually the

daughter of the man he has a crush on.
we have to wait and see if proposal
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daisakusen: operation love will work
out as the title implies. but it is worth
watching if only to gain some insight

into the japanese teen mentality.
seriously, this drama did it for me. i

wasnt expecting much when i watched
it but the one-hour special feature film
proposal daisakusen: operation love is
one of the best work i have ever seen

in the japanese film industry. and
finally, on a positive note, im very glad
to announce that one of my fellow blog

partners, androh, has just launched
proposal daisakusen: operation love as
a web novel. and we are also working

together to bring out proposal
daisakusen: operation love in book
format. so i urge you to go read the
web novel, and then come back to

tearless books to purchase the book,
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and then read the book on your spare
time. theres just so many things about

this drama that made me love it so
much. ive already mentioned that i

really liked the friendship between ken,
rei, eri, tsuru and mikio. in fact,

although the series is called proposal
daisakusen/operation love, i think

friendship is the main theme of this
drama. rei and ken were childhood

friends after all, thats where their love
began in the first place. and ken

probably wouldnt be able to do the
things he did if he didnt have his

friends supporting him.
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finally watch the whole story of
Proposal Daisakusen: Operation Love! It

was definitely one of the BEST TV
series I have seen in my lifetime. Im not
exaggerating! If my friend took a lot of
time convincing me then Im going to
use this blog entry to convince you to
watch it too! I spent one whole day

watching but it was all worth it! There
are just too many lessons to learn, too

many things to reflect with and too
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many scenes that can touch your heart.
Proposal Daisakusen marks Yamashita

Tomohisa ts official debut as a
Romantic Lead after years of playing
various permutations of his, er, weird
spacey self. (And well well well I see
someones been working out since

Nobuta wo Produce, ehh *hentai leer*)
Not to say that I dont like YamaPis early

work; on the contrary, IMO he was at
his best when he played these flaky

(but refreshingly uncomplicated)
adolescents in his past dramas. Maybe
all he can do really well is be a vacuous
little fluffball, but hes the BEST damn
fluffball in town! Lol. So it was for this
reason that I felt apprehensive about

his reinvention as YamaPi 2.0,
Romantic Leading Man. 5ec8ef588b
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